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Abstract Determinism of labelled transition systems and trees is a
concept of theoretical and practical importance We study its generali
sation to event structures It turns out that the result depends on what
characterising property of tree determinism one sets out to generalise
We present three distinct notions of event structure determinism and
show that none of them shares all the pleasant properties of the one
concept for trees
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  Introduction
Consider the class of edgelabelled trees ie labelled transition systems in which
the transition relation induces a tree ordering over the states A path in a tree is
an alternating sequence of states and labels starting in the initial smallest state
a word is the corresponding sequence of labels only A tree is called deterministic
if from every state there is at most one transition with any given label The
following properties are easily seen to hold	
 A tree is deterministic if and only if each of its words corresponds to a unique
path
 Every tree can be collapsed to a deterministic tree with the same set of
words which is unique up to isomorphism
In fact either of these properties can be used to formulate an alternative equiva
lent de
nition of the property of determinism in trees Under a suitable notion of
tree morphism these properties are combined in the following category theoretic
result which is in fact relatively robust with respect to the choice of morphism	
 Deterministic trees form a reective subcategory of trees where the under
lying functor is languagepreserving
Whereas trees have been used very successfully to model the in general non
deterministic behaviour of systems to capture at the same time the nondeter
ministic and concurrent aspects of system behaviour a widely accepted model
 
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is that of event structures introduced originally to model Petri net unfoldings
cf Nielsen Plotkin and Winskel  That is trees model the concurrent ex
ecution of actions by representing all their linear orderings and thus do not
truly capture the inherent concurrency The words of event structures on the
other hand are not sequences but partially ordered multisets pomsets of labels
called concurrent words in the sequel consequently sequential and concurrent
executions are distinguished
It might be expected that the notion of determinism can be extended easily
from trees to event structures in particular that its various characterisations
discussed above generalise smoothly As it turns out however this is not the
case Rather one may distinguish three kinds of determinism resulting from the
three alternative de
nitions referred to above the category theoretical result
does not hold fully with respect to any of the resultant properties although it
can be recovered partially for subclasses of event structures
 For every event structure there is a denotationally deterministic event struc
ture with the same concurrent words which is unique up to isomorphism
The concurrent words of denotationally deterministic event structures can
be arbitrary
 An event structure is called causally deterministic if every concurrent word
uniquely corresponds to a run The concurrent words of causally determin
istic event structures are such that distinct events must either have distinct
sets of causal predecessors or distinct labels
 An event structure is called operationally deterministic if from every state
at most one event may occur with any given label The concurrent words
of operationally deterministic event structures are actually autosequential
meaning that equilabelled events are totally ordered moreover no distinct
concurrent words have a common linearisation
Operational determinism has been studied before in several contexts	 in the se
ries of papers     Sassone with Nielsen and Winskel put operationally
deterministic event structures in a categorical framework with other behavioural
models whereas Vaandrager showed in  that such event structures have pre
cisely the expressive power of step sequences We studied causally deterministic
event structures in  presenting a complete equational theory for them To our
knowledge denotational determinism has not been investigated before
 Denitions
This section de
nes a number of more or less standard concepts that are used in
the remainder of the paper Throughout the paper we assume a universe E of
events ranged over by d e and a universe A of actions ranged over by a b c
Labelled transition systems trees paths and words A labelled transition system
is a tuple T  hS i where S is a set of states S AS is a transition
relation and   S is the initial state We write s

a

s
 
for s a s
 
   A
path in T is a sequence s
 
a
 
s

  a
n
s
n
for some n  N where s
 
  and
s
i

a
i

s
i
for all   i  n the sequence a
 
  a
n
is then called a word of
T  T is a tree if every s  S is the 
nal state of precisely one path T is called
deterministic if s

a

s

and s

a

s

implies s

 s


There is a standard notion of morphism that turns the class of trees into a
category T with as a subcategory the deterministic trees T
d
 On the other hand
one can de
ne a category L of languages ie pre
x closed sets of sequences over
A The following properties can be seen to hold with respect to these categories
cf Nielsen Sassone and Winskel 	
Proposition L is equivalent to T
d

Proposition There is a languagepreserving reection from T to T
d

It is the existence of a like situation for event structures that we investigate
in this paper Note that the condition of language preservation in the latter
proposition was not taken as essential in  and indeed does not generally
hold in the framework presented there It is open for discussion to what degree
language preservation is or should be an inherent property of determinisation
We return to this issue in the conclusion of the paper
Event structures and morphisms We de
ne prime event structures with general
conict see Winskel  An event structure is a tuple E  hECoh i
where E  E is a set of events   E  E an irreexive and transitive causal
ordering such that fd  E j d  eg is 
nite for all e  E Coh  
E
is a set
of 
nite sets of events representing a multiary coherence predicate such that
F  G  Coh implies F  Coh and d  e  F  Coh implies F 	 fdg  Coh
and 	E  A is a labelling function We denote d  e for fd eg  Coh and 

for the reexive closure of  and  for the reexive closure of  Finally d and
e are called concurrent if they are neither causally ordered nor conicting We
use the following notation for the predecessors resp the proper predecessors of
a set F  E	
dF e
E
	 fd  E j 
e  F d  eg
ddF e
E
	 dF e
E
 F 
We use dee
E
and d ee
E
to abbreviate dfege
E
and ddfege
E
 respectively We use
E
E
 
E
 Coh
E
and 
E
to denote the components of an event structure E  but omit
indices when they are clear from the context An function  is an isomorphism
from E to F  denoted 	 E


F  if  is a bijection from E
E
to E
F
such that
d 
E
e  d 
F
e F  Coh
E
 F   Coh
F
and 
E
e  
F
e for
all d e  E
E
and F  E
E
 E and F are then called isomorphic denoted E


F 
The restriction of an event structure E to a set of events F  E is de
ned by
E   F 	 hF  F  F Coh 
F
    F i 
See Fig  for some examples of event structures where the arrows represent
causality and the dotted lines conict The notation

a etc denotes the event 
c

b

a

b

b
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
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Fig Some event structures In  the set f    g is con	icting but all
its proper subsets are coherent
labelled with the action a where we assume N  E We omit events when the
structure is to be interpreted modulo isomorphism
In order to state our results in a category theoretic setting we de
ne a notion
of event structure morphism In this we deviate from the standard notion of
Winskel  and Nielsen Sassone and Winskel  because we want to highlight
the issue of determinism in isolation rather than regarding it in combination
with concurrency To be precise our morphisms are more restricted than the
standard ones in that they are allowed to manipulate conict but not causality
At the end of the paper Sect  we will discuss how the situation changes when
the standard notion of morphism is used instead
An event structure morphism E to F is a pair 	 
 notation	 	 
	 E  F
where 	 is a partial function from A to A and 
 a partial function from E
E
to
E
F
 such that for all e  E
E
 
e is de
ned i 	
E
e is de
ned in which case

F

e  	
E
e moreover 
 preserves and reects sets of predecessors ie
e  dom

d ee
E
  d
ee
F


is noninjective only on conicting events ie
d e  dom
 
d  
e  d 

E
e and preserves coherency ie F 
E
E
 F  Coh
E
 fF   Coh
F
 Event structures and their morphisms with
identity morphisms id
A
 id
E
 for all E and pairwise composition of morphisms
trivially give rise to a category ES Note that the resulting notion of isomorphism
coincides with the one presented explicitly above that is id  
	 E  F is an
isomorphism i 
	 E


F 
Partially ordered sets and multisets A labelled partially ordered set lposet is
a 
nite event structure without conict ie a triple p  hE i where the
conicting sets are omitted altogether The notion of isomorphism is inherited
from event structures p is a prex of an lposet q denoted p  q if E
p
 E
q
is
leftclosed according to 
q
d  E
p
 d 
q
e  E
p
 and p  q   E
p
 An lposet p
is called topped if it has a greatest top element 
p
 E
p
ie d  E
p
d  
p

A partially ordered multiset pomset is an isomorphism class of lposets
p


 fq j q


pg we usually denote p


by p The concept of lposet pre

x is lifted to pomsets	 p  q if p


p
 
 q for some lposet p
 

A concurrent language L is a pre
x closed sets of pomsets ie p  q 
L  p  L Concurrent languages give rise to a category CL where mor
phisms are partial functions 	 from A to A which are extended to functions

	 from pomsets to pomsets by de
ning

	p  hE
p
  E 	  
p
  Ei with
E  

p
dom	 Note that this is wellde
ned modulo the choice of repre
sentative p Then 	 is a morphism from L to M notation	 		L  M i

	L M
 
In contrast standard morphisms satisfy ddeee  ddeee
Congurations event transitions and concurrent languages A conguration of
an event structure E is a coherent and therefore 
nite set F  Coh which
is leftclosed ie d  e  F  d  F  The con
gurations of E are col
lected in CE E thus naturally gives rise to the tree estE  hCEi
where for all FG  CE F

a

G i G  F 	 feg for some e  F such
that 
E
e  a A concurrent word of E is a pomset p such that E
p
is a con

guration of E and p  E   E
p
 The concurrent words of E are collected in
esclE It is clear that esclE is pre
xclosed hence a concurrent language
For instance the concurrent language corresponding to structure  of Fig  is
 

a

ab

b

a
b

bc

a
bc

 We have the following connection from event
structures to concurrent languages	
Proposition The mapping escl 	ES CL gives rise to a functor with ar
row part 	 
  	
 Denotational determinism
We come to the 
rst of our notions of event structure determinism It is based
on the idea that denotationally a deterministic model is completely determined
up to isomorphism by its concurrent language We will show that for any
event structure there is a denotationally deterministic event structure unique
up to isomorphism with the same concurrent language However due to the
possible presence of equilabelled events which are causally indistinguishable in
the sense of having the same set of proper predecessors the construction of
the denotationally deterministic event structure is not always straightforward
Causal indistinguishability is de
ned as follows	
d  e 	 d  e  dde  d ee
We give the formal de
nition of denotational determinism here and an extensive
discussion afterwards
Denition denotational determinism An event structure E is called
denotationally deterministic if the following conditions hold	
 for all e  E if F 
n
e

then F  Coh
 for all pairwise concurrent F  Coh
E
and d  e  F  there is an auto
isomorphism 	 E


E such that e  d and  is the identity on F  feg
The 
rst condition cannot be simpli
ed to e

 Coh because e

may be
an in
nite set The class of denotationally deterministic event structures will
be denoted ES
dd
 Consider the event structures in Fig  They have the same
concurrent language namely
 
ab
a

a
ac

and pre
xes however their choice
structure is dierent Neither  nor  is in any way deterministic since in
b

c

a

a

b

c

a

a

b

c
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Fig
 Event structures with the same concurrent languages
either case when an a occurs the choice of event either  or  aects the pos
sible continuations Structure  does not share this characteristic and indeed
it is denotationally deterministic In fact structure  determinises the other
two where determinisation is the operation of constructing a deterministic event
structure with the same concurrent language
By the same token even an event structure that contains no conict may be
nondeterministic and to determinise it conict may have to be introduced see
structure  in Fig  In contrast if equilabelled events have dierent causal
predecessors such as  and  resp  and  of structure  in Fig  or have
isomorphic continuations such as  and  in the same structure then this does
not violate denotational determinism
Basically an event structure is denotationally deterministic if all causally in
distinguishable events are nonconicting and moreover isomorphic in the sense
that there is an autoisomorphism of the entire event structure that maps them
to each other The operation of determinising a given event structure therefore
consists of manipulating its causally indistinguishable events	 if they are con
icting then they are merged otherwise a copy of the causal context of each
is added with respect to the other so that they end up being isomorphic This
is illustrated by structures  of Fig 
A necessary condition for denotational determinism is that every isomor
phism between two con
gurations of an event structure which therefore give
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Fig  Event structures and their denotational determinisations
rise to identical concurrent words can be extended to an isomorphism of the
entire structure
Proposition If E is denotationally deterministic then for all FG  CE
such that 	 E   F


E   G there is a 	 E


E such that    F  
One of the crucial consequences of denotational determinism is that there exists
a denotationally deterministic event structure for every concurrent language
This is proved in the following theorem
Theorem	 L  CL i L  esclE for some E  ES
dd

Proof The if part is trivial For the only if we give the construction of E
through a series of approximants E
i
 hE
i
 
i
Coh
i
 
i
i for i  N by induction
on the depth of events where the depth of e  E
E
equals the length of the
longest chain e
 

E
e


E
   
E
e hence initial events have depth  E
 
is the
empty structure the construction of E
i
from E
i
and L is as follows
Events For all topped p  L where 
p
has depth i let n be the least upper
bound of the number of distinct pisomorphic pre
xes of any element of L
ie n 
F
qL
jfe  E
q
j q   dee


pgj Note that n  f    g Now for
all G  CE
i
 such that E
i
  G


p   ddee and all m  n let G 
p

p
m
be a new event of E
i

Orderings For all new events G am let e 
i
G am i e  G
Labels For all new G am  E
i
 let 
i
G am  a
Coherence For all F  E
i
 let p  hdF e 
i
  dF e  dF e 
i
  dF ei be
the smallest initial segment of E
i
containing F  let F  Coh
i
i p  L
It follows that E
i
 E
i
  E
i
for all i  N we de
ne E 
S
iN
E
i
by component
wise union of the approximants The proof of esclE  L is omitted ut
The resulting mapping from concurrent languages to deterministic event struc
tures will be denoted cl es	CL ES
dd
 It follows that in a sense ES
dd
is large
enough namely to capture all concurrent languages However this is perforce
also true of any larger class of event structure for instance of the entire ES The
following theorem however expresses the dual fact that ES
dd
is also in a sense
small enough	 its elements are completely determined up to isomorphism by
their concurrent language The proof is involved and omitted here
Theorem For all E F  ES
dd
 esclE  esclF i E


F 
It follows that every event structure can be determinised uniquely in the sense
that there exists an event structure unique up to isomorphism with the same
concurrent language The determinisation mapping will be denoted esdes 
cl es  escl 
Corollary For every E  ES esdesE  ES
dd
is unique up to isomorphism
such that esclE  esclesdesE
c

c

b

cl esL

a

a
cl esM
Fig  There is no morphism cl esL cl esM
Denotational determinism categorically So far for the positive results about de
notational determinism We now show that the role of the objects of ES
dd
as
representatives of the concurrent languages of arbitrary event structures is rather
super
cial in the sense that it cannot be generalised to a category theoretical
setting In particular the onetoone correspondence between concurrent lan
guages and deterministic event structures modulo isomorphism does not give
rise to an equivalence of categories By the same token the subcategory ES
dd
does not occupy any special position within ES
In fact the 
rst surprise is that the mapping cl es	CL  ES
dd
cannot
even be extended naturally to a functor	 there are morphisms 		L  M for
which no 	 
	 cl esL  cl esM exists This is due to the fact that the
relabelling part of a morphismmay map dierent topped pomsets onto the same
one which on the level of event structures gives rise to confusion about which
indistinguishable events of the source are to be mapped onto which events of
the target Consider for instance 	  a  c b  c which is a morphism from
L 
 

a

b

a
a

a
b

toM 
n

c

c
c
o
 The corresponding deterministic event
structures are given in Fig  where cl esL is such that every pair of events
is coherent but the three together are conicting The coherence of every pair
of events implies that no pair of events may be mapped to the same event of
cl esM and hence no morphism exists
If we disallow relabelling in morphisms that is 	  id
A
always a functor
can be de
ned on the basis of cl es but even so cl es and escl do not form an
equivalence of categories One way of explaining this is that deterministic event
structures contain nonessential information due to the copying of events in the
context of causally indistinguishable events that is accessible by morphisms
there are consequently too many morphisms which on the level of concurrent
languages collapse or disappear For much the same reason there does not exist
a reection from ES to ES
dd
the existence of which is taken in   as the
sine qua non of a proper notion of determinisation A more extensive discussion
of this issue can be found in the full report version  
 Causal determinism
We move to the second notion of determinism over event structures called causal
It is stricter than denotational determinism ie rules out certain denotation
ally deterministic models the property that every event structure can be de
terminised is therefore automatically lost However causal determinism is much
better behaved categorically albeit only with respect to a subcategory of ES
Causal determinism was studied under the name of determinism in   Note
however that with exception of the characterisation theorem Th  the results
of this section are new
Denition causal determinism An event structure E is called causally
deterministic if for all d e  E
E
 d  e implies d  e
The class of causally deterministic event structures will be denoted ES
cd
 For
instance of the event structures in Fig   and  are causally deterministic
The following is immediate
Proposition ES
cd
 ES
dd

Note that the inclusion is proper structure  of Fig  is an element of ES
dd

ES
cd
 Below we reconsider the results we established for denotational determin
ism in the current more restrictive setting
Causal determinism has the characterising property that there are no non
trivially isomorphic con
gurations in the model in other words the mapping
from con
gurations to concurrent language is injective This can be seen to rule
out precisely the existence of distinct causally indistinguishable events since
these were the prime source of complications in the previous section this is one
indication why the categorical situation improves
Theorem E  ES
cd
i for all FG  CE E   F


E   G implies F  G
The concurrent words of causally deterministic event structures are themselves
causally deterministic ie although they may contain concurrent events with
the same label those may not have precisely the same predecessors Let CL
cd
denote the subclass of causally deterministic concurrent languages We recall
some facts about causally deterministic pomsets from  in order to facilitate
proofs later on For arbitrary 
nite sets P of causally deterministic pomsets
there is a least upper bound
W
P with respect to pomset pre
x In fact
W
P is
easily constructed given an appropriate choice of representatives	
W
P 
h
S
pP
E
p

S
pL

p

S
pP

p
i
where the representatives p q  P are chosen such that if ddee  d ee and

p
d  
q
e for some d  E
p
 e  E
q
then d  e Such representatives exist by
virtue of causal determinism Moreover p 
W
fq  p j q is toppedg for all
causally deterministic p We now get the following counterpart to Th 
Theorem L  CL
cd
i L  esclE for some E  ES
cd

Proof The if part is immediate The only if in fact follows from Th  and
Th  however we give the construction of E explicitly for the present much
simpler case We de
ne
E
E
 fp  L j p is toppedg

E
   E
E
 E
E

Coh
E
 fP  E
E
j
W
P  Lg

E
 fp a  E
E
A j a  
p

p
g
esclE  L due to the properties of causally deterministic pomsets	 E   F 
W
F for all F  CE and p 
W
fq  E
E
j q  pg for all p  L ut
Naturally ES
cd
being properly smaller than ES
dd
 not every event structure
can be causally determinised while retaining its concurrent language The class
of event structures for which this is still possible will be called causally distinct
Denition causal distinctness An event structure E is called causally
distinct if for all d e  E
E
 d  e implies d 

e
The class of causally distinct event structures will be denoted ES
cdst
 Causal
distinctness is easily seen to be equivalent to having only causally deterministic
concurrent words The following is the counterpart to Corollary  
Theorem An event structure E is causally distinct i there exists a F 
ES
cd
 unique up to isomorphism such that esclE  esclF
Causal determinism categorically With respect to the categorical situation the
properties that failed to hold in the general case turn out to be valid when
regarded only for causally deterministic and causally distinct event structures
Proposition cl es	CL
cd
 ES
cd
gives rise to a functor with arrow part
given by 	  	 
 where

	 p 
 

	p if 	 is dened on 
p

p

undened otherwise
The following is an event structure counterpart to the property for trees ex
pressed in Prop 
Theorem	 escl  cl es is an equivalence between ES
cd
and CL
cd

It su!ces to show that given a partial mapping fromactions to actions there is at
most one morphism between any pair of causally deterministic event structures
The following is an event structure counterpart to Prop 
Theorem esdes is the underlying functor of a concurrentlanguagepreser
ving reection from ES
cdst
to ES
cd

 Operational determinism
The last of the notions of determinism studied in this paper is the one obtained
by observing the transition structure of the event structures in question with
out taking causality into account This makes for a stronger property than the
previous two Among other things event structures can only be operationally de
terministic if they contain no autoconcurrency ie equilabelled events cannot
be concurrent Operationally deterministic event structures were studied under
the name deterministic event structures in the aforementioned papers   A
number of the results of this section are reconstructed from those papers
Denition operational determinism An event structure E is called
operationally deterministic if the underlying transition system estE is deter
ministic
The class of operationally deterministic event structures is denoted ES
od
 The
following is immediate
Proposition ES
od
 ES
cd

Note that the inclusion is proper structure  of Fig  is an element of ES
cd

ES
od
 Below we reconsider the results we established for denotational deter
minism in the current more restrictive setting
Just how strong the property of operational determinism is has been made
clear by Vaandrager in  where he shows that operationally deterministic
event structures are isomorphic if and only if their set of step sequences ie
words over sets of actions rather than single actions are equal  also gives
an easy characterisation of operational determinism in terms of the relations
between events Say that in some event structure E  d e  E are in direct conict
denoted d 

e if d  e and for all d
 
 d and e
 
 e d
 
 e
 
implies d  e in
other words no proper predecessors of d e are in conict with e d
Theorem see  Propositon  E is operationally deterministic if
for all d e  E such that d  e if d  e  d then d  e and d 

e
In  it is shown that the concurrent languages of operationally deterministic
event structures are characterised by two properties	 i no concurrent word may
be autoconcurrent and ii no pair of distinct concurrent words may share a
linearisation
 A pomset p is said to be autoconcurrent if there are d e  E
p
such that
d  p and d  e  d
 A linearisation of a pomset p is a word 
p
e

    
p
e
n
 where all e
i
are
distinct such that E
p
 fe

     e
n
g and e
i

p
e
j
implies i  j
After  we call a concurrent language L a semilanguage if no p  L is auto
concurrent and a deterministic semilanguage if in addition for all p q  L
the existence of a sequence a

  a
n
that linearises both p and q implies p


q
The subclass of deterministic semilanguages will be denoted CL
ds
 The following
is the counterpart of Th  see also  Theorems  and "
Theorem L  CL
ds
i L  esclE for some E  ES
od

Finallywe also characterise the class of event structures that can be determinised
operationally under preservation of the concurrent language Call an event
structure E operationally distinct if for all d e  E
E
 if d  e then d 
e  d  d  e and d 

e  d  e The class of operationally distinct event
structures will be denoted ES
odst
 The following is the counterpart to Th 
Theorem E  ES
odst
i esclE  esclF for some F  ES
od

There are no new category theoretic results about operationally deterministic
event structures that we had not already established for the larger class of
causally deterministic ones The adjunctions we had proved there Theorems
 and  simply specialise to the subcategories considered here However see
also Sect  for a discussion of the eect that our choice of morphisms has had on
these results For the sake of completeness we list the results below They are
special cases of  Theorem  and  Theorems  and  respectively
except for the phrase concurrentlanguagepreserving in Corollary 
Corollary  ES
od
and CL
ds
are categorically equivalent
Corollary  There is a concurrentlanguagepreserving reection from ES
od
to ES
odst

 Conclusion
Summary and discussion of the results We have developed three notions of de
terminism for event structures corresponding to three dierent characterisations
of determinism of transition trees For each of these we have investigated whether
the category theoretical properties of deterministic trees expressed in Proposi
tions  and  can be extended to event structures The results are summarised
below
Denotational determinism corresponds to the view that every event struc
ture should give rise to a deterministic one unique up to isomorphism with
the same concurrent language In other words the correspondence between
concurrent languages and denotationally deterministic event structures is
onetoone Unfortunately the determinisation of a given event structure is
nontrivial involving the duplication of events Mainly because of this dupli
cation denotationally deterministic event structures do not seem to exhibit
many interesting categorical properties
Causal determinism corresponds to the view that there should be a oneto
one correspondence between the runs of a causally deterministic behaviour
and its concurrent words Causal determinism is strictly stronger than
denotational determinism consequently the ability to determinise any event
structure is necessarily lost Causally deterministic event structures share the
categorical properties of deterministic trees that they are equivalent as a
category to the corresponding concurrent languages and that they form
a reective subcategory of the causally distinct event structures Another
result omitted from this paper for lack of space but included in the full
report version   is that when event structures are converted into causal
trees see  then the resulting causal tree is deterministic i the event
structure is causally deterministic
Operational determinism corresponds to the view that from every state of
the behaviour there should be at most one transition with any given la
bel For event structures this was already known see Vaandrager  to
correspond to the absence of autoconcurrency and direct conict Opera
tional determinism is strictly stronger than causal determinism The cate
gorical properties of operationally deterministic event structures are those
of causally deterministic ones restricted to the appropriate subcategories
Hence in this respect operational determinism does not yield additional in
sight
The categorical results mentioned above hold with respect to our chosen notion
of morphism which as mentioned before is more restrictive than the usual one
We briey discuss how this has aected the outcome of our investigation
The standard notion of event structure morphism see   allows to forget
causality ie only requires 
ddee
E
  dd
ee
F
rather than equality as we have
done Then con
gurations FG  CE yielding identical concurrent words ie
such that E   F


E   G can be mapped to nonisomorphic con
gurations of
F ie such that F   
F  


F   
G which situation cannot in general
be reected in their deterministic counterparts since there F and G have just
been collapsed in the process of determinisation Summarised this more general
notion of morphism has the following eect on the results of this paper
 The reection of ES
cdst
in ES
cd
Th  is lost Its restriction to the op
erational case Corollary  however still holds as a corollary of a result
proved in  which we recall below Explained in terms of the discussion
above F   
F  and F   
G have E   fe  F j 
e is de
nedg as a
common augmentation hence if F is operationally deterministic then Th 
implies that F   
F 


F   
G after all
 The equivalence of ES
cd
to the causal concurrent languages CL
cd
Th 
can be generalised we have worked this out in a separate paper " Con
sequently this is also true of its restriction to the operational case Corol
lary  which special case was in fact already proved in  
 On the other hand precisely because morphisms may forget causality a
reection does not necessarily retain the concurrent language In fact one of
the main results of  is that a reection from the entire ES to ES
od
exists
under these circumstances which does perforce not preserve the concurrent
language instead for every concurrent word of an event structure a less
ordered one is in the language of its determinisation
It should be noted that as a matter of course the more restricted notion of
morphism chosen in this paper aects some other categorical constructions as
well In particular the product in our categories is no longer guaranteed to
exist and hence can no longer be used to model synchronisation although the
coproduct still models choice Indeed in contrast to operationally deterministic
event structures causally and denotationally deterministic ones are not closed
with respect to synchronisation
bb
aaa
b
b
a
b
a

Fig  A nonsafe Petri net  its naive unfolding 
 and the derived
denotationally deterministic event structure 
Related work Petri net unfoldings Apart from the work of Sassone Nielsen and
Winskel on the one hand and Vaandrager on the other discussed extensively
above a 
eld of research from which there exists a somewhat tenuous connection
to this paper is that of Petri net unfoldings according to the socalled individ
ual token philosophy as investigated by Engelfriet in  and by Sassone with
Meseguer and Montanari in   The subclass of nonsafe P#Tnets for which
unfoldings can be de
ned smoothly namely those where the initial markings
and the postplaces of any transition are sets rather than proper multisets can
be seen to give rise to causally deterministic event structures if one takes the
event structure corresponding to the occurrence net derived in   and labels
its events with the transitions of the original nonsafe net This notion of un
folding is known to be quite hard to extend to all Petri nets however Now it
is interesting to note that under the same notion of labelling a naive unfolding
of general Petri nets would yield denotationally deterministic events structures
see Fig  for an example Our strong feeling is that the problems encountered
in unfolding general Petri nets are precisely the same as the ones involved in the
categorical treatment of denotationally determinism In particular the absence
of a notion of event structure determinism that gives rise to a category equiv
alent to general concurrent languages could very well be directly related to
the di!culty in unfolding general Petri nets If this feeling is justi
ed then the
investigation of denotational determinism in causal trees proposed below might
also shed light on Petri net unfoldings
Future work The results of this paper point out directions of further research
For one thing the notion of denotational determinism might be captured more
eectively by causal trees see  than by event structures Especially the du
plication of events during denotational determinisation may be avoided at least
partly in the causal tree representation
Part of this investigation is to generalise the results of  namely the cat
egorical equivalence between deterministic semilanguages a generalisation of
Mazurkiewicz trace languages and operationally deterministic event structures
A similar equivalence might exist between causally deterministic concurrent lan
guages a subclass of causal trace languages and causally deterministic event
structures
As a possible further consequence of this line of research we intend to investi
gate if the framework of models proposed by Sassone Nielsen and Winskel might
not be improved if one replaces event structures with causal trees In particular
it might be possible to get rid of the need to forget autoconcurrent events when
moving from nondeterministic to concurrency model
Acknowledgement Thanks to Roberto Gorrieri and Frits Vaandrager for clarify
ing some of the issues of operationally deterministic event structures
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